The DEI Representative role is open on a volunteer basis to graduate students (G2+), postdocs, or other dedicated group staff. Each DEI Representative is trained by the Caltech Center for Inclusion and Diversity (CCID) and will propose and participate in DEI-related activities, relay feedback to promote DEI in their groups, and attend quarterly meetings with the BBE DEI committee to discuss the DEI climate on campus, to propose actionable items.

Current BBE DEI Representatives

Aceves, Aiden: Mayo
Arrastia, Mary: Ismagilov
Blanco, Mario: Guttman
Buitrago, Elys: Long
Condiotte, Zevin: Goentoro
Davidson, Sam: Qian
DeLaitsch, Andrew: Bjorkman
Gillespie, Sarah: Mayo
Hu, Chelsea: Murray
Hung, Shao-Min (Sean): Shimojo
Jette, Claudia: Bjorkman
Khazaei, Tami: Thomson
Kitchen, Sheila: Parker
Kuintzle, Rachael: Elowitz
Macabenta, Frank: Stathopoulos
Mastro, Tara: Kennedy
Muthusamy, Anand: Lester
Narayanan, Aditi: Orphan
Needham, Brittany: Mazmanian
Oberhofer, Georg: Hay
Pandey, Ayush: Murray
Pelaez-Restrepo, Nico: Elowitz
Pleiner, Tino: Voorhees
Polonsky, Michal: Long
Quiloan, Maria: Rothenberg
Reynell, Clare: Zernicka-Goetz
Ros, Ivo: Dickinson
Rosenthal, Isabelle: Andersen
Rouhani, Nina: Adolfs
Singh, Chanpreet: Prober
Squyres, Georgia: Newman
Swift, Russell: Wang
Takei, Yodai: Long
Yashiro, Hanako: Meyerowitz
Zhang, Mengying: Gradinaru
Zhang, Yameng: Oka
Zhang, Mark: Sternberg